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INTRODUCTION 

 

At a macro level, 2016 was always likely to prove an interesting year given the referendum vote to exit the EU.   When we asked 

customers this time last year what was “top of mind”, almost everyone discussed the Brexit referendum and the resulting caution 

seemed evident in many strategies and business plans.  Post referendum, this caution was evident in job flow, which in the first 
half of 2016 was 18% higher than in the second half. In fact, job flow immediately after the referendum was briefly at it’s lowest 

volume for nearly two years.  Since then however, job flow has increased to the point where we were starting to see almost rec-
ord job numbers by the time the festive period started. 

As we write this at the start of 2017, whilst some market uncertainty remains, caution certainly seems to have been replaced with 
cautious optimism, with year on year job flow for January up 14%.  Certainly, it seems those organisations pressing ahead with 

their hiring plans are weatherproofing their strategies to cater for challenges a departure from the European Single Market, or for 
wider global economic fluctuations may bring.   

 

GENERAL RECRUITMENT TRENDS IN 2016 

 

Whilst, the majority of roles we serviced in 2016 were non-managerial, one of the boldest procurement job trends we noted was 

a 14% increase year on year managerial level roles.  This trend was explained in part by an increase across the year in new pro-
ject roles which needed managers to mobilise and de-mobilise staff across the lifecycle of these projects.  Additionally, there was 

a pronounced increase in demand for indirect procurement managers in 2016, more of which will be discussed late in this report.   
For non-managerial roles, the most notable trend was a significant increase in the number of entry level roles as companies 

strengthened their internal talent pipelines to help succession plan more effectively. 

The number of Director and Head of-level roles are always lower in comparison but are up 7% year on year.  Anecdotally, this is 
explained in large part by peer networks and direct hiring proving less effective at attracting talent.  The reason?  Professionals at 

this level have simply been conducting more due diligence about prospective roles they were pursuing, The net effect of this was 
the increase we saw in agency utilisation to capture more of the candidate market.   

In more general terms, new candidate applications were up 4% year on year.  From their perspective, many were looking for 

alternative employment as unmanageable workloads and a lack of access to support made them feel exposed.  That this senti-
ment was so widespread indicates a growing workforce stress, the venting of which is driving overall job flow. 
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PROCUREMENT VACANCY TRENDS 

 

The first observation was the large number of procurement candidates with a manufacturing background looking for work.  At 

one point early in the year this accounted for 38% of the candidates we are assisting in an employment search.  From conversa-
tions with both candidates and clients in the manufacturing sector, the Brexit effect has accounted for much of disruption that 

caused employees to seek alternative employment.  For much of the year, these organisations seemed at the mercy of unfavour-
able exchange rates and commodity prices.  Consequently these organisations sought to operate on lean employee numbers to 

mitigate any risks of de-mobilisation that the markets might bring.  Candidates at the £35-40k level were particularly prevalent in 
the market, with remaining employees absorbing the extra workload that those candidates were leaving behind.  This also helps 

explain some of the stressed employee sentiment we mentioned on the previous page. 

The second observation was a significant and sustained shortage of indirect procurement professionals across most disciplines 
from £25k-£45k.  This coincided with a 27% increase year-on-year of indirect procurement roles, making the shortage feel partic-

ularly acute.  When talking to those employers hiring indirect procurement professionals, there seemed a much heavier emphasis 
placed on driving value through indirect supply channels over direct supply channels, where value gains seemed less tangible.   

The vigour for pursuing value across these indirect channels was strong in both large and small organisations, where bigger busi-

nesses sought to invest heavily in category specialists, and smaller businesses engaged generalist indirect procurement manag-
ers.  As we move into 2017, this shortage is still pronounced and prevalent in the job flow for indirect procurement professionals. 
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PROCUEMENT SALARY TRENDS 2016 

 

What follows are some graphical representations of the distribution of salaries for vacancies we serviced in 2016.  Generally 

speaking, there was very little dynamism in the levels people were remunerated.  Apart from increases given to compensate for 
inflation, there was little to report in the way of salary movements.  The only roles which seemed to demand a premium as the 

year went on were indirect roles—and those increases simply being driven by the forces of supply and demand.  Roles in major 
conurbations of course carried a weighting, but little net movement detected in addition to this. 

Leadership roles varied greatly in the way they were remunerated, the gradient typically being driven by the size of the budget.  
Director roles were typically paying £65-£80k; Head of roles £45k-£65k; Manager roles £30k-£45k.  In addition to the size of 

budget, the highest salaries went to those candidates with more accomplished softer skills (relevant to the role they were apply-

ing for).  Additionally, some businesses were willing to pay a premium for leaders with evolved project skills .  

In the non-managerial space, category roles continue to fetch a premium again driven by size of budget, and the specialised na-
ture of the relationship management.  We saw a spike in entry-level roles in 2016 as more organisations strengthened their tal-

ent pool by making graduate level appointments to build flexibility into their workforce.  Roles up to £20k were up 8% year on 
year which evidences this trend. 

Because salaries have remained static for a number of years, non-financial benefits continue to be highly sought after.  More  
organisations are innovating in this space to create a competitive edge in the war for talent. 
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SUPPLY CHAIN VACANCY TRENDS 2016 

Here are a few observations on supply chain vacancy trends in 2016.  The data is taken from all of the vacancies we serviced and 

all of the candidates we represented for each of those vacancies.  

Throughout the year there seemed to be a shortage of continuous improvement and LEAN candidates in all East Midlands geog-

raphies.  Whilst these roles were often rolled into the remit of quality or health & safety staff, an increasing number of larger 
organisations have been looking to hire people with specialised experience in this area, rather than having some CI.LEAN experi-

ence as a part of a wider remit. 

We also observed much more rigour in the efforts being made by organisations of all sizes and sectors to secure skilled demand 
planning or forecasting professionals.  The cause?  Hiring managers have hinted that responsibility lies in the increased complexi-

ty and number of variables involved in moving goods internationally as a result of the turbulent international trading conditions.   
This in essence also caused an increased demand (9% year on year) for materials planners too.  

Whilst interna+onal trade turbulence and the Brexit effect has undoubtedly increased the opera+onal complexi+es of supply 

chain professionals, the fact that year on year overall supply chain job flow levels were up 7% indicates market confidence was 

s+ll high, a trend amplified by the fact that job flow accelerated towards the end of 2016.   
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SUPPLY CHAIN SALARY TRENDS 2016 

Just as was the case for procurement professionals, those in the supply chain space experienced very little dynamism to their 

remuneration in 2016.  We have noticed more organisations requesting salary data to ensure they are paying market rates.  This 
is typical in a candidate-led market and has been especially prevalent with demand planners and continuous improvement spe-

cialists, where retention of these skillsets has been flagged as critical. 

Leadership roles have, as usual, been remunerated based on opera+onal complexity and volume.  As with procurement pro-

fessionals, the only other real force affec+ng differences in remunera+on is a weigh+ng for major conurba+ons.  Apart from 

these two factors, very li=le change is discernible across any geography, or sector.  That said, there is s+ll a premium for candi-

dates able to inspire, mo+vate, challenge and lead in difficult circumstances such as turnaround scenarios. 

Those commanding the highest salaries in non-managerial roles are typically employees with the strongest technical skills.  

Professionals with an ability to deliver insigh?ul analy+cs and an ability to influence stakeholders are in highest demand, which 

was reflected in inflated salaries on offer. 
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WAREHOUSING VACANCY TRENDS 2016 

Warehousing job flow increased year on year by 24%, and despite a nervous start to 2016, job flow gathered pace un+l Octo-

ber when many FMCG, retail and manufacturing organisa+ons started to demobilise for Peak.  That so many managerial posi-

+ons were registered is telling.  Employees in cri+cal senior management roles were highly suscep+ble to headhun+ng by com-

pe+tors, and reten+on/a=rac+on of those people was cited as a major challenge across sectors and geographies.  Beyond the 

FMCG and retail sectors, we saw a significant increase in roles towards the end of the year.  Anecdotally, it seemed the result 

of a) implementa+on of hiring strategies to expand market share and b) an increase in project roles for reloca+on/new site/

expansion . 

WAREHOUSING SALARY TRENDS 2016 

Perhaps not surprisingly, 2016 only saw infla+onary salary growth in all geographies and sectors.  The only excep+ons were for  

roles iden+fied as cri+cal.  ShiD manager roles and team leader roles typically proved hardest to secure candidates for, which 

did result in a slight increase in salaries offered to candidates at £25k-£30k levels.   

As always, the way someone performed their job will always have an influence on remunera+on.  Those candidates able to 

best demonstrate how and why they have been successful secured any premium salaries/benefits on offer. 
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LOGISTICS VACANCY TRENDS 2016 

Trends for logis+cs vacancies closely mirror those in warehousing.  Automa+on and technology con+nue to add complexity to 

these roles, which are always being driven by the requirement for efficiency gains in the logis+cs process.  Over the course of 

the year, logis+cs professionals have been in con+nuous demand across all sectors, with the excep+on of Peak in FMCG and 

retail over he fes+ve period.  The number of entry level roles increased over the year, with a par+cular spike in interim con-

tracts being offered to cover extra workload in more agile SME businesses in par+cular.  

LOGISTICS SALARY TRENDS 2016 

Once again, the market was characterised by infla+onary increases at best.  The larger number of entry level roles seemed 

symptoma+c of a conscious effort to augment talent pipelines and the ability to deliver against succession plans.  Consequent-

ly, compe++on for roles at this level has sustained exis+ng salary levels. 
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OUTLOOK FOR 2017 

 

At +me of wri+ng (February 2017), we have registered more new vacancies then ever before—9% higher than our previous 

record way back in 2007.  This sets the context for there will con+nue to be fierce compe++on for the best talent, and we ex-

pect this to intensify if the job flow con+nues at the current rate.  Perhaps then, this will be the beginning of the end of salary 

stagnancy as the laws of supply and demand kick in?  An addi+onal consequence is the likely requirement for a greater com-

promise on a candidate’s technical fit, with focus instead being shiDed to competencies and mo+va+onal fit.  An ability to do 

this should create more opportuni+es to a=ract, engage and retain the right people.  Hiring managers need to be aware that 

typically, candidates are interviewing for 2– 4 roles each.  There needs to be a compelling reason for them to choose a job.  

The organisa+on or hiring manager with the best sales pitch will win. 

And what is to be made of Brexit?  If job flow is a barometer of confidence, then Brexit doesn’t seem to be affec+ng that confi-

dence nega+vely.  Whether it is responsible for the growth in job flow—only +me will tell.  

Technology will con+nue to disrupt the markets in 2017.  The ongoing shiD to e-commerce pla?orms mean more and more 

suppliers are moving to a portal or self-service-based rela+onships.  Whether ar+ficial intelligence will burst onto the scene in 

2017 remains to be seen.  Technology is changing from a recruitment perspec+ve too: LinkedIn is changing the way it interacts 

with users, which will no doubt cause recruitment func+ons challenges as they rush to grasp how to u+lise their systems to 

meet their needs.  Macildowie will con+nue to offer “LinkedIn Recruit For Free” workshops at no cost to help navigate the 

changes. 

We are con+nuing to see a high demand for experienced leaders for managerial roles.  With the investment many businesses 

have made in junior and trainee-level staff, there is clearly a move towards bolstering leadership capability to ensure reten+on 

rates for junior staff provide a return on investment.  It is worth no+ng that the appren+ceship Levy, which comes into effect 

on April 1st for companies with a payroll bill of over £3m may also impact the way junior roles are sourced.  

 

Whatever your requirements in 2017, feel free to contact the team at Macildowie if you need assistance.  We not only offer 

retained, interim and permanent recruitment services, but we do so from a pla?orm that offers our customers free psycho-

metric profiling via our proprietary tool “MindMill”; a unique wrap-around jobs process called “Macildowie One” (tes+monials 

available from clients upon request); other value-add services such as benchmarking, workshops and academies and bespoke 

market reports.  With all of this at your disposal, the ba=le for talent in 2017 is one you can load in your favour. 

 

NOTTINGHAM: 0115 947 0200 

LEICESTER: 0116 222 2590 


